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CMM Responsibilities/Activities 

 WG 13 issues discussions weekly 

 Coordinate new CIM modeling 

 Address issues for ENTSO-E 

 Work with other Model Managers 

Meeting of all Model Managers in Nuremberg and Interlaken 

 Clean the model for “jCleanCIM” errors 

 Maintaining issues list and change log 

 Respond to email and CIMug questions 
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Modeling Issues Meetings 

Regular WG13 Issues web conferences 

Weekly meetings Wed 10 AM US Central time 

Typically 5 to 10 people attend 

Steady progress on ENTSO-E issues and HVDC 

Cross WG participation in meetings is really helping 

We now have sharepoint access across WG13,14,16 

P 3 
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Issues summary counts 

 WG13 issue counts 

Open = 68  

Review = 11 

Closed = 860 

 

 Combined open issues 

Open = 37 

Review = 19 

Closed = 132 
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Model Assembly from WG’s 
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WG13
61970
61968
62325

WG14
61970
61968
62325

WG16
61970
61968
62325

•61970 Package (WG 13) is independent of other packages 

 

•61968 Package (WG 14) is dependent on 61970 package 

 

•62325 Package (WG 16) is dependent on 61970 and61968 packages 
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Model Assembly from WG’s 
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TC57CIM::CombinedVer sion

+ date  :Date [0..1] = 2012-10-04 {readOnly}

+ version  :String [0..1] = iec61970CIM16v1... {readOnly}

IEC61970

(from TC57CIM)

PackageDependenciesCIMVer sion

+ date  :Date [0..1] = 2011-05-07 {readOnly}

+ version  :String [0..1] = 6 {readOnly}

IEC61968

(from TC57CIM)

IEC62325

(from TC57CIM)

PackageDependencies

(from TC57CIM)

IEC62325::IEC62325CIMVer sion

+ date  :Date [0..1] = 2012-07-17 {readOnly}

+ version  :String [0..1] = IEC62325CIM02v05 {readOnly}

«version»

IEC61968::IEC61968CIMVer sion

+ date  :Date [0..1] = 2012-10-14 {readOnly}

+ version  :String [0..1] = IEC61968CIM12v05 {readOnly}

IEC61970::IEC61970CIMVer sion

+ date  :Date [0..1] = 2012-10-04 {readOnly}

+ version  :String [0..1] = IEC61970CIM16v13 {readOnly}
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Model Assembly from WG’s 
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CIM UML and Related Files 
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CIM UML and Related Files 
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CIM UML and Related Files 

 Zip file of combined UML includes model and related 
documents from WG 13, WG 14, and WG 16. 

 

 Model name includes model version from each WG 

  

iec61970cim16v13_iec61968cim12v05_iec62325cim02v05 

 

 61970 CIM 16 version 13   (WG 13) 

 61968 CIM 12 version 5     (WG 14) 

 62325 CIM 2 version 5       (WG 16) 
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CIM UML and Related Files 

General Files 

EA UML model 

iec61970cim16v13_iec61968cim12v05_iec62325cim02v05.eap 

XMI formats exported from EA 

• XMI for CIMTool 

• XMI 1.1 

• XMI 2.1 

Combined Issues list 

combined-CIM-issues-2012-10-17.xlsx 

jCleanCim Report  
jCleanCim-iec61970cim16v13_iec61968cim12v05_iec62325cim02v05.log 
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CIM UML and Related Files 

WG 13 Files 

WG 13 Issues List 

wg13-CIM-issues-2012-09-26.xlsx 

 

WG 13 Modeling and Issues Report 
wg13-cim16-report-2012-09-26.doc 

 

61970 Change Log 

iec61970cim16v13_iec61968cim12v05_iec62325cim02v05-
changes.docx 
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CIM UML and Related Files 

WG 14 Files 

 

WG 14 Issues List 

wg14-CIM-issues-2012-10-14.xlsx 

 

WG 134 Change Log 

wg14-change-log.txt 
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CIM UML and Related Files 

WG 16 Files 

 

62325 Release Notes 

iec62325cim02v05-changes.rtf 

 

62325 Change Log 

IEC 62325 change log.xls 
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WG 13 Issues List 
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WG 13 Issues List  
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iec61970cim16v04_...-changes.docx 

(example) 
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Status Summary 

 61970 CIM 15  

 61970cim15v33 is “final” release – September 2011 

 61970-301 Edition 5 to IEC – February 2012 

 

 61970 CIM 16  

 61970cim16v10 tested at July 2012 ENTSO-E IOP 

Testing included Short Circuit Calculations 

Testing did not include HVDC or Dynamics 
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CIM 16 Roadmap 

 Finalize HVDC Model by Feb. 2013 

Will include Current Source Converter 

May not include Voltage Source Converter yet 

 Dynamics 

Standard Models is complete 

User Defined Models in progress 

 2013 ENTSO-E IOP 

Test HVDC Model 

Test Dynamics Standard Models 
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CIM 16 Roadmap 

 Freeze CIM UML following ENTSO-E 2013 IOP 

 Release 61970-301 Edition 6 to IEC 
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CIM16 Changes 

 

 61970 CIM16 model additions 

Grounding models (Petersen coil and related models) 

Short Circuit Parameters 

HVDC 

Dynamics from EPRI project 
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CIM16 Changes 

 

 61970 CIM16 New Topics 

System Integrity Protection Schemes - SIPS (aka Remedial 
Action Schemes - RAS) 

Operational limits enhancements 
• Most restrictive equipment 

• Environmental dependencies 

 Load model (combined #607, #1088) 

Wind Generation 
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PetersenCoil and grounding 
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PetersenCoil and Grounding 
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Gr oundingImpedance

+ x  :Reactance [0..1]

Peter senCoil

+ mode  :PetersenCoilModeKind [0..1]

+ nominalU  :Voltage [0..1]

+ offsetCurrent  :CurrentFlow [0..1]

+ positionCurrent  :CurrentFlow [0..1]

+ xGroundMax  :Reactance [0..1]

+ xGroundMin  :Reactance [0..1]

+ xGroundNominal  :Reactance [0..1]

Ea r thFaultCompensa tor

+ r  :Resistance [0..1]

Cor e::Conduct ingEquipment

«enumeration»

Peter senCoilModeK ind

 fixed

 manual

 automaticPositioning

Cor e::Equipment

IdentifiedObject

Cor e::Power Sy stemResour ce
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ENTSO-E Issues 
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Additions made for ENTSO-E 2011 IOP, but not 
added to frozen CIM 15. 

 

 ExternalNetworkInjection (new class) 

Subtype of RegulatingCondEquip 

Previously called ExternalNetwork for IOP 

Used for Short Circuit calculations (IEC 60909) 
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ENTSO-E Issues 
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Added attribute BusbarSection.ipMax 

Maximum allowable peak short-circuit current (IEC 60909) 

 

Added attribute RotatingMachine.ratedPowerFactor 

Power factor (nameplate data) 

Used primarily for short-circuit (IEC 60909) 

 

Added attribute RotatingMachine.ratedU 

Rated voltage (nameplate data) 

Used primarily for short-circuit (IEC 60909) 
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ENTSO-E Issues 
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Added attribute ACLineSegment. 
shortCircuitEndTemperature  

Maximum permitted temperature at the end of SC for the 
calculation of minimum short-circuit currents. 

 

Added attributes added to PowerTransformer 

beforeShCircuitHighestOperatingCurrent - highest 
operating current (Ib in the IEC 60909-0) before short 
circuit 

beforeShCircuitHighestOperatingVoltage - highest 
operating voltage (Ub in the IEC 60909-0) before short 
circuit 
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ENTSO-E Issues 
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Attributes added to PowerTransformer (cont’d) 

beforeShortCircuitAnglePf - angle of power factor before 
short circuit (phib in the IEC 60909-0) 

highSideMinOperatingU - The minimum operating 
voltage (uQmin in the IEC 60909-0) at the high voltage side 
(Q side) of the unit transformer of the power station unit 

isPartOfGeneratorUnit - Indicates whether the machine is 
part of a power station unit (IEC 60909) 

operationalValuesConsidered - used to define if the data 
(other attributes related to short circuit data exchange) 
defines long term operational conditions or not 
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ENTSO-E Issues 
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Attributes added to SynchronousMachine 

earthing - Indicates whether or not the generator is 
earthed 

earthingStarPointR - Generator star point earthing 
resistance 

earthingStarPointX - Generator star point earthing 
reactance 

equivalentResistance - Equivalent resistance of 
generator 

ikk - Steady-state short-circuit current of generator with 
compound excitation during 3-phase short circuit 

mu - Factor to calculate the breaking current (Section 
4.5.2.1 in the IEC 60909-0)  
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ENTSO-E Issues 
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Attributes added to EquivalentInjection 

minQ and maxQ - Used for modeling of infeed for load 
flow exchange. Not used for short circuit modeling. 

r - Positive sequence resistance, used to represent 
Extended-Ward (IEC 60909) 

r0 - Zero sequence resistance (IEC 60909) 

r2 - Negative sequence resistance (IEC 60909) 

x - Positive sequence reactance (IEC 60909) 

x0 - Zero sequence reactance (IEC 60909) 

x2 - Negative sequence reactance (IEC 60909) 

Also added association to ReactiveCapabilityCurve 
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Attributes added to EquivalentBranch (cont’d) 

positiveR12 - Positive sequence series resistance from 
terminal 1 to terminal 2. (IEC 60909) 

positiveR21 - Positive sequence series resistance from 
terminal 2 to terminal 1. (IEC 60909) 

positiveX12 - Positive sequence series reactance from 
terminal 1 to terminal 2. (IEC 60909) 

positiveX21 - Positive sequence series reactance from 
terminal 2 to terminal 1. (IEC 60909) 

Similarly added negativeR12, negativeR21, negativeX12, 
negativeX21, zeroR12, zeroR21, zeroX12, and zeroX21.  
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ENTSO-E Issues 

P 32 

 

For EquivalentEquipment 

 

Changed association to EquivalentNetwork to 0..1 in CIM 
UML 

 

EquivalentEquipment (EquivalentInjection, 
EquivalentBranch, etc.) no longer requires association to 
an EquivalentNetwork 
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ENTSO-E Issues 
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For ControlArea 

 

Changed association to EnergyArea to 0..1 in CIM UML 

 

ControlArea no longer requires an associated EnergyArea 
(LoadArea or SubLoadArea) 
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ENTSO-E Issues 
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For PhaseTapChangerNonLinear 

 

ENTSO-E IOP had used “xMedian to be considered as 
xMin - the reactance at the minimum tap step.“ 

 

Replaced attribute xMedian with xMin. 
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ENTSO-E Issues 
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Attribute Switch.retained 

 

Originally used to specify switches retained in planning 
models 

 

In EMS context flows on retained switches would normally 
be computed in power flow 

 

Attribute will be changed to required in the Equipment 
Profile (61970-452) 
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ENTSO-E Issues 
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Attribute DiagramObject.rotation 

 

Description in UML clarified to indicate that zero degrees is 
pointing to the top of the diagram and rotation is always 
clockwise 

 

Class SvShortCircuit 

Removed from State Variables Profile (61970-456) and 
from CIM UML 
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For TapChanger 

 

Attributes highStep, lowStep, neutralStep, and normalStep  
will be changed to required in the Equipment Profile 
(61970-452) 
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Changes for Generating Unit Subtype Issue 

 For enumeration FuelType added “hardCoal” and 
“oilShale” and clarified description of “gas” to specify 
natural gas. 

 Added attribute “totalEfficiency” to GeneratingUnit to 
model the efficiency of energy transfer from the initial 
fuel source to electrical energy. 

 Added new attribute windGenUnitType to 
WindGeneratingUnit to specify “offshore” or 
“onshore”.  
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ENTSO-E 2012 IOP Issues 
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Updated descriptions on: 

 SynchronousMachine.r 

 ExternalNetworkInjection.governorSCD, minP, and 
maxP  

 SynchronousMachine.satDirectTransX and 
shortCircuitRotorType 
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Tentatively agreed to add attribute “type” to 
EnergySource with values: 

Unspecified 

Photovoltaic 

MarineUnspecified 

MarineTidal 

MarineWave 

MarineCurrents 

MarinePressure 
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ENTSO-E 2012 IOP Issues 
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Tentatively agreed to add 
NonlinearShuntCompensator model: 

 

 

 

 

 

ConductingEquipment

Regula t ingCondEq

ShuntCompensa tor

+ aVRDelay  :Seconds [0..1]

+ grounded  :WindingConnection [0..1]

+ maximumSections  :Integer [0..1]

+ nomU  :Voltage [0..1]

+ normalSections  :Integer [0..1]

+ phaseConnection  :PhaseShuntConnectionKind [0..1]

+ switchOnCount  :Integer [0..1]

+ switchOnDate  :DateTime [0..1]

+ voltageSensitivity  :VoltagePerReactivePower [0..1]

Nonlinea r ShuntCompensa torLinea r ShuntCompensa tor

+ b0PerSection  :Susceptance [0..1]

+ bPerSection  :Susceptance [0..1]

+ g0PerSection  :Conductance [0..1]

+ gPerSection  :Conductance [0..1]

Nonlinea r ShuntCompensa tor Point

+ b  :Susceptance [0..1]

+ b0  :Susceptance [0..1]

+ g  :Conductance [0..1]

+ g0  :Conductance [0..1]

+ sectionNumber  :Integer [0..1]

1..*

1
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Remaining ENTSO-E Issues 
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Exchange of Operating State 

Some values in Equipment Profile change frequently 

• CurrentLimit.value 

• RegulatingControl.value 

• RegulatingControl.mode 

Exchange of Equipment Profile for just these values  

Considering addition of an Operating State profile 
specifically for input values 
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HVDC Draft Model 
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Goals: 

 HVDC model that is sufficient for EMS applications 
and planning 

 Model that can be built upon for use with dynamic 
studies 

 Model that can grow as HVDC technology evolves 

 Modeling for transient studies is not in scope 
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HVDC Draft Model 
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 Initial draft of HVDC model produced by Lars-Ola 
Osterlund 

 Model includes representations for both Current 
Source Converter and Voltage Source Converter 

 Model includes topology modeling for meshed DC 
networks  

 Initial draft of HVDC model added to 
IEC61970cim16v07 at the end of April 

 Modifications and clean-up continue 
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HVDC Draft Model 
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DCLineSegment

ConnectivityNode

DCNode

DCPole

CIM Nomenclature

IEC 60633 Nomenclature

DCBridge

SmoothingReactor

Point of 
Common
Coupling
(PCC)
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HVDC Draft Model 
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 The DCPole in CIM is identical with IEC 60633 
Substation Pole. 

 The old CIM RectifierInverter is identical with the CIM 
DCPole. 

 DCPole is associated with a DCPoleAC for 
connection to AC network. 

 DCPoleACComposite is a subtype of DCPoleAC for 
simplified modeling. 

 Bridge is a subtype of DCPoleAC for detailed 
modeling.  

 DCPoleCSC and DCPoleVSC are subtypes of 
DCPole to represent Current Source Converter and 
Voltage Source Converter respectively. 
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HVDC Draft CIM Model 

 

 

 To avoid accidentally mixing DC and AC components 
in the same grid separate classes are used to define 
for DC and AC connectivity. 

 The characteristics of Terminals and Nodes also 
differs between AC and DC 
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HVDC Topology 
IdentifiedObject

Cor e::

ACDCTer mina l

IdentifiedObject

Cor e::Ter mina l

Cor e::

DCTer mina l

IdentifiedObject

Meas::Measur ement

IdentifiedObject

Cor e::DCNode

IdentifiedObject

Cor e::

Connect iv ity Node

Cor e::

Conduct ingEquipment
Cor e::

DCConduct ingEquipment

PowerSystemResource

Cor e::Equipment

+Measurements

0..*

+Terminal

0..1

+DCNode 0..1

+DCTerminals

0..*+Terminals

0..*

+ConnectivityNode

0..1

+Terminals
0..*

+ConductingEquipment
1

+DCEquipment 1

+DCTerminals

0..*
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HVDC Draft Model 
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HVDC Equipment 

Equipment

Cor e::

DCConduct ingEquipment

DCBr eaker

DCPole

DCPoleCSC DCPoleVSC

DCDisconnector

DCReactor

DCBusbar

DCReactor needed for 

transient and short 

circuit studies

DCSwitch

DCGr ound

DCLineSegment
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HVDC Pole Overview 
Equipment

Cor e::

Conduct ingEquipment

ACDCTerminal

IdentifiedObject

Cor e::Ter mina l

Equipment

Cor e::

DCConduct ingEquipment

DCPole

+ bridgesInSeries  :Integer [0..1]

+ delta  :AngleDegrees [0..1]

+ idc  :CurrentFlow [0..1]

+ idleLossFactor  :ActivePower [0..1]

+ maxIdc  :CurrentFlow [0..1]

+ maxUdc  :Voltage [0..1]

+ minUdc  :Voltage [0..1]

+ participationFactor  :Float [0..1]

+ poleLossP  :ActivePower [0..1]

+ ratedIdc  :CurrentFlow [0..1]

+ ratedUdc  :Voltage [0..1]

+ resitiveLossFactor  :Float [0..1]

+ switchLossFactor  :Float [0..1]

+ tapRatio  :Float [0..1]

+ targetP  :ActivePower [0..1]

+ uc  :Voltage [0..1]

+ udc  :Voltage [0..1]

+ uf  :Voltage [0..1]

PowerSystemResource

DCBiPole

+ operatingMode  :DCBiPoleOperatingModeKind [0..1] The PCCTerminal connects with the Point of Common 

Coupling (PCC) via a Terminal at AC Equipment. Depending on 

the configuration this may be a Terminal at the 

HVDCPowerTransformer but it may also be a Switch. 

Important is that the power flow measurement is the sum of 

all flows into the HVDCPowerTransformers.

DCPoleAC

Br idge DCPoleACComposite

+ frequency  :Frequency [0..1]

+ phaseReactorR  :Resistance [0..1]

+ phaseReactorX  :Reactance [0..1]

+ r0Transformer  :Resistance [0..1]

+ ratedS  :ApparentPower [0..1]

+ ratedUf  :Voltage [0..1]

+ ratedUl  :Voltage [0..1]

+ rTransformer  :Resistance [0..1]

+ x0Transformer  :Reactance [0..1]

+ xTransformer  :Reactance [0..1]

+DCPoles

0..*

+PCCTerminal 1

+DCPole2 1

0..1

+DCPole1 1

0..1

+DCPoleAC

1..*

+DCPole1

+Terminals
0..*

+ConductingEquipment

1
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HVDC Converter Overview 

DCConductingEquipment

DCPole

«enumeration»

VSCAct iv ePower Contr olModeK ind

 activePower

 dcVoltage

 islanded

DCPoleCSC

+ activePowerControlMode  :CSCActivePowerControlModeKind [0..1]

+ alpha  :AngleDegrees [0..1]

+ gamma  :AngleDegrees [0..1]

+ maxAlpha  :AngleDegrees [0..1]

+ maxGamma  :AngleDegrees [0..1]

+ minAlpha  :AngleDegrees [0..1]

+ minGamma  :AngleDegrees [0..1]

+ minIdc  :CurrentFlow [0..1]

+ operatingMode  :CSCOperatingModeKind [0..1]

+ targetAplha  :AngleDegrees [0..1]

+ targetGamma  :AngleDegrees [0..1]

+ targetIdc  :CurrentFlow [0..1]

DCPoleVSC

+ activePowerControlMode  :VSCActivePowerControlModeKind [0..1]

+ maxModulationIndex  :Float [0..1]

+ maxValveCurrent  :CurrentFlow [0..1]

+ modulationConstant  :Float [0..1]

+ modulationIndex  :Float [0..1]

+ reactivePowerControlMode  :VSCReactivePowerControlModeKind [0..1]

+ targetQ  :ReactivePower [0..1]

+ targetUdc  :Voltage [0..1]

+ targetUpcc  :Voltage [0..1]

«enumeration»

CSCOper a t ingModeK ind

 inverter

 rectifier

«enumeration»

CSCAct iv ePower Contr olModeK ind

 activePower

 dcVoltage

 dcCurrent
VSCCapabil i ty Cur v e IdentifiedObject

Cor e::Cur v e

«enumeration»

VSCReact iv ePower Contr olModeK ind

 reactivePcc

 voltagePcc

+InitialReactiveCapabilityCurve

0..1

+InitiallyUsedByDCPoleVSC

1

+ReactiveCapabilityCurves

0..*

+DCPoleVSC

1
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 Dynamics Package in CIM UML was informative in 
CIM 15 

 

 Modified 61970 Package structure for inclusion of 
Dynamics in CIM 16 
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Overview of 61970 Packages 
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Overview of 61970 Base Packages 
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Overview of 61970 Dynamics Packages 
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Links between Wires and Dynamics Packages 

 

static power system model

Wir es::Sy nchr onousMachine

Wir es::Rota t ingMachine

+ ratedPowerFactor  :Float [0..1]

+ ratedU  :Voltage [0..1]

ConductingEquipment

W ir es::

Regula t ingCondEq

«enumeration»

I fdBaseK ind

 ifag

 ifnl

 iffl

 other

Sy nchr onousMachineDeta i led

+ efdBaseRatio  :Float [0..1] = 1.0

+ ifdBaseType  :IfdBaseKind [0..1] = ifag

+ ifdBaseValue  :CurrentFlow [0..1] = 0

+ saturationFactor120QAxis  :Float [0..1] = 0.12

+ saturationFactorQAxis  :Float [0..1] = 0.02

Sy nchr onousMachineEquiv a lentCir cuit

+ r1d  :PU [0..1]

+ r1q  :PU [0..1]

+ r2q  :PU [0..1]

+ rfd  :PU [0..1]

+ x1d  :PU [0..1]

+ x1q  :PU [0..1]

+ x2q  :PU [0..1]

+ xad  :PU [0..1]

+ xaq  :PU [0..1]

+ xf1d  :PU [0..1]

+ xfd  :PU [0..1]

Sy nchr onousMachineTimeConstantReactance

+ ks  :Float [0..1] = 0

+ modelType  :SynchronousMachineModelKind [0..1]

+ rotorType  :RotorKind [0..1]

+ tc  :Seconds [0..1] = 0

+ tpdo  :Seconds [0..1] = 5

+ tppdo  :Seconds [0..1] = 0.03

+ tppqo  :Seconds [0..1] = 0.03

+ tpqo  :Seconds [0..1] = 0.5

+ xDirectSubtrans  :PU [0..1] = 0.2

+ xDirectSync  :PU [0..1] = 1.8

+ xDirectTrans  :PU [0..1] = 0.5

+ xQuadSubtrans  :PU [0..1] = 0.2

+ xQuadSync  :PU [0..1] = 1.6

+ xQuadTrans  :PU [0..1] = 0.3

«enumeration»

Sy nchr onousMachineModelK ind

 subtransient

 subtransientTypeF

 subtransientTypeJ

 subtransientSimplified

 subtransientSimplifiedDirectAxis

Sy nchr onousMachineSimpli f ied

+ equivDamping  :Float [0..1]

+ equivInertia  :Seconds [0..1]

+ equivReactance  :Reactance [0..1]

+ equivResistance  :Resistance [0..1]

«enumeration»

Rotor K ind

 roundRotor

 salientPole

Sy nchr onousMachineDy namics

Cor e::Ident i f iedObject

+ aliasName  :String [0..1]

+ mRID  :String [0..1]

+ name  :String [0..1]

dynamics model

Sy nchr onousMachineUser Def ined

Standa r dModels::

Dy namicsFunct ionBlock

+ enabled  :Boolean [0..1] = true

Standa r dModels::Rota t ingMachineDy namics

+ damping  :Float [0..1] = 0.0

+ inertia  :Seconds [0..1] = 3.0

+ ratedS  :ApparentPower [0..1]

+ saturationFactor  :Float [0..1] = 0.02

+ saturationFactor120  :Float [0..1] = 0.12

+ statorLeakageReactance  :Reactance [0..1] = 0.15

+ statorResistance  :Resistance [0..1] = 0.005

+SynchronousMachineDynamics0..1

+SynchronousMachine
1
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Links between Wires and Dynamics Packages 

 

 

 SynchronousMachine (Wires) and 
SynchronousMachineDynamics (Dynamics) 

 ASynchronousMachine (Wires) and 
ASynchronousMachineDynamics (Dynamics) 

 EnergyConsumer (Wires) and LoadDynamics 
(Dynamics) 
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 61970cim15v33 out on sharepoint “final” 

 61970cim16v13 in progress with goals 

ENTSO-E Issues 

HVDC 

Dynamics 

 Release of CIM 16 will follow 2013 ENTSO-E IOP 

 61968 and 62325 iterating coordinated in parallel 

Summary 

P 58 


